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Abstract

The incorporation of Allee effects into a simple metapopulation extinction model reveals a large non-linear
reduction in mean time to extinction with small changes in an Allee limit. The extent of this reduction is dependent
on the level of migration in the metapopulation. With small amounts of migration, small changes in the Allee limit
result in large changes in the mean time to extinction. With higher levels of migration, the mean time to extinction
is not as sensitive to changes in the Allee limit, becoming more similar to the single population case. The
metapopulation modeled here is a set of nine patches, driven to extinction by environmental stochasticity. A
generalized Allee effect is incorporated by a modification of the standard logistic model. The sensitivity of the mean
time to extinction to small changes in the Allee limit is especially relevant to population viability analysis, which uses
estimates of extinction times for management decisions. © 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The term Allee effects has been used for many
years to describe the phenomena of an increasing
per capita growth rate with increasing density
(Allee et al., 1949). This contrasts with normal
density dependence in which the per capita
growth rate decreases with increasing density. It is
hypothesized that in most situations that exhibit
an Allee effect, per capita growth rate increases
initially at low densities and then decreases at
higher densities due to normal density depen-
dence. The literature describes a number of Allee
effects (for review, see Dennis, 1989) which can be
grouped into two general types. In cases of strong
Allee effects, the per capita growth rate is actually

negative at low densities, indicating more deaths
than births in the population. A population ex-
hibiting a strong Allee effect will have a lower
density limit, below which the population deter-
ministically goes toward extinction. A population
exhibiting a weak Allee effect will have an increas-
ing per capita growth rate at low densities, but
will still be able to increase at low densities. In
this study, only strong Allee effects will be
considered.

Allee effect is a general term that can refer to a
number of different specific phenomena. For ex-
ample, an Allee effect can arise from the inability
of mates to find each other at low densities, as has
been demonstrated in Tribolium (Park, 1933).
Allee effects can arise from the breakdown of a
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social structure at low densities. They can also
arise from facilitative habitat modification of indi-
viduals within a population, for example, ascidi-
ans in which aggregations are better able to
withstand water turbulence (Svane, 1984).

Metapopulations are systems of local popula-
tions connected by migration (Hanski and Gilpin,
1997). Classical metapopulation models described
systems with extinction and recolonization of lo-
cal patches (Levins, 1969). Recent work has be-
gun to recognize the importance Allee effects
might play in metapopulation dynamics. The inci-
dence function model has been widely used to fit
empirical presence/absence data into a metapopu-
lation framework (Hanski and Thomas, 1994;
Hanski, 1996). The assumption of weak Allee
effects is incorporated into the derivation of the
incidence function model, although the strength
of the Allee effect cannot be manipulated by
parameters in the equation (Hanski, 1994). This
paper will examine changes in the scope of an
Allee effect by changing the Allee limit.

A few studies have examined the impact of
Allee effects on patch loss in metapopulations,
finding an extinction threshold below which the
metapopulation becomes extinct (Lande, 1987;
Lamberson et al., 1992; Amarasekare, 1998;
Groom, 1998). This paper will examine the impact
of an Allee effect on the persistence time of a
metapopulation with a fixed number of patches.

Environmental variation has been incorporated
into metapopulation models, calculating the mean
time to extinction (Mangel and Tier, 1993). Theo-
retical studies have attempted to find analytical
solutions to mean extinction time of single popu-
lations for many years (Pielou, 1977; Nisbet and
Gurney, 1982; Renshaw, 1991). Simulations can
be used to find mean extinction times in more
complex cases, using standard Monte Carlo tech-
niques. Limited work has been done on mean
extinction times of single populations experienc-
ing an Allee effect (Stephan and Wissel, 1994).

2. Model description

Population dynamics in each patch were mod-
eled using a modified version of the logistic equa-

tion. An Allee limit (l) is incorporated such that
per capita population growth is negative below l.
When n� l, the per capita growth rate is positive.
As n becomes large relative to l, the model ap-
proaches the standard logistic model (Wilson and
Bossert, 1971).
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where n is the population density, t is time, r is the
growth rate and k is the carrying capacity. For
purposes of analyzing the effects of demographic
stochasticity, the probability of a birth, B(n), can
be set to the positive terms of Eq. (1) and the
probability of a death, D(n), can be set to the
negative terms of Eq. (1) (Nisbet and Gurney,
1982; Renshaw, 1991).
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In Eq. (2), the per capita death rate is density
dependent and the per capita birth rate is density
independent.

Environmental stochasticity was incorporated
into Eq. (1) by adding a term � to the per capita
growth rate. This term is a normally distributed
random variable with zero mean (May, 1973;
Hanski and Thomas, 1994).
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A nondimensional form of the equation was cre-
ated for simplification of analysis by setting N=
n/k, T=rt, L= l/k and E=�/r (Gurney and
Nisbet, 1998; Murray, 1993).

dN
dT

= (1−N)(N−L)+NE (4)

A discrete analogue of Eq. (4) was utilized in the
simulations, with a time step of 1 year.

Nt+1=Nt+ (1−Nt)(Nt−L)+NtE (5)

if L�N0�1, extinction of a patch can happen by
the random occurrence of a large bad year, i.e.
large negative �, or by a consecutive series of
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small bad years, i.e. a series of small negative �.
Extinction can also occur with an overly large
good year, i.e. a large positive �, resulting in an
overshoot of the carrying capacity, a depletion of
resources and extinction the following year.

Migration (M) was modeled as a stochastic
process at each iteration. If a population exceeded
the carrying capacity (i.e. N�1), then the follow-
ing Eq. (6) was applied in each direction for
possible immigrants.

Mt=�Nt (6)

where � is chosen from a truncated normally
distributed random variable with zero mean and
variance �2. If the randomly drawn value is nega-
tive, � is set to zero. The metapopulation was

constructed as a 3×3 grid, with migration be-
tween adjacent squares (Fig. 1). This grid was not
adjusted, so any edge effects were fixed for all
simulations. Eq. (6) was used for each connection,
in each direction. Changes in the var(�), changes
the variance in the amount of migrants that are
exchanged between patches, but not the rate at
which migrants are exchanged. Increases in var(�)
also increases the maximum size of migrant
propagules. Because the randomly chosen variable
is truncated, increases in the variance simulta-
neously increase the mean number of migrants.
Migration was manipulated by changing the vari-
ance, but because this also manipulated the mean
number of migrants, I refer to changes in var(�)
more vaguely as migration level. Migrant ex-

Fig. 1. Diagram of metapopulation structure used in this model. Patches of local population growth are shown by boxes. The arrows
connecting patches represent possible migration connections.
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Fig. 2. Surface plot of mean time to extinction for a single population model. The scaled discrete model (Eq. (5)) was used in 10,000
simulations to calculate the geometric mean, plotted here versus environmental variance (E) and L. L is a scaled Allee limit which
is directly proportional to the actual Allee limit (l) and inversely proportional to changes in the carrying capacity (k).

changes are calculated once during each iteration
or once each year. In this model, there is no
migration mortality.

The model was originally constructed in Stella
Research 4.0. Simulations of single patch and
metapopulation dynamics were conducted using
C+ + . The computer algorithms GASDEV and
RAN1 were used to choose random numbers
from a Gaussian distribution (Press et al., 1992).
Unless noted, simulations consist of 10,000 repli-
cate runs for each parameter set, with N0=0.5 for
each patch.

3. Results

The frequency distribution of extinction times
was close to log-normal, so the geometric mean
was used as a measure of central tendency.

The mean time to extinction of a single isolated
patch decreases rapidly with increasing var(E),

environmental variance or increasing L, the Allee
limit scaled relative to the carrying capacity (Fig.
2). Increasing L causes a greater reduction of the
mean time to extinction in stable environments
than in variable environments.

Changes in the Allee limit have similar effects
when there is demographic stochasticity with no
environmental stochasticity. Using the probabili-
ties of birth and death in Eq. (2), the mean time
to extinction was calculated using

�
�
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where n is the initial population size (Nisbet and
Gurney, 1982; Renshaw, 1991). A graph of the
numerical solution for varying l is given in Fig. 3
with k=10, r=1.3 and initial population of n=
5. In this case, the mean time to extinction de-
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clines rapidly with increasing Allee limit, as it did
under environmental stochasticity.

The mean time to extinction of a metapopula-
tion with environmental stochasticity also de-
creases rapidly with increasing var(E) and L. As
in the single patch model, increasing L causes a
greater reduction of the mean time to extinction
in stable environments than in variable environ-
ments. However, because the metapopulation
structure increases mean time to extinction com-
pared to the single population, increased environ-
mental variance was utilized in the simulations for
manageable computation times. With increases in
L, the mean time to extinction decreases more
rapidly in the metapopulation than in the single
patch model. Fig. 2 shows the response of mean
time to extinction in a single patch over an in-
crease in L from 0 to 0.3. Fig. 4 shows the
response of a metapopulation to changes in L.
Both figures demonstrate a similar shaped re-
sponse, but the metapopulation shows this re-
sponse over a much smaller L interval, from 0 to
0.003.

The metapopulation model has an additional
migration parameter. With increases in migration,
the mean time to extinction for the metapopula-
tion increases. When L�0, a small amount of
migration does not greatly increase the persis-
tence. Migration must increase to the point of

overcoming L before persistence time increases
with increasing migration. At low levels of migra-
tion, not enough migrants arrive at a patch to
overcome the Allee effect and the patch is not
successfully recolonized. As migration is in-
creased, this threshold is overcome at increasingly
higher levels of L, until eventually all simulated
levels of L exhibit increasing extinction time with
increasing migration. At high levels of migration,
the relationship between mean time to extinction
and L approaches a log– linear relationship. Fig. 5
illustrates the log (mean time to extinction) as a
function of L for various levels of migration
variance.

In contrast to metapopulations with small
amounts of migration, the relationship between
mean time to extinction and L for a set of discon-
nected patches (�=0) is nearly linear. However,
mean time to extinction is constrained to be
greater than zero and the mean time to extinction
at L=0 is much closer to zero in the disconnected
patches. Therefore, it cannot be reduced as greatly
by increasing L. The dashed line in Fig. 5 illus-
trates the relationship between mean time to ex-
tinction and L for a set of disconnected patches
with decreased environmental variance (var(E)).

4. Discussion and conclusions

In a single population, increases in an Allee
limit cause a non-linear decrease in mean time to
extinction. The degree of this reduction is altered
by a metapopulation structure. In a single popula-
tion, to reduce the mean time to extinction by
one-half, the scaled Allee limit needs to be in-
creased from 0 to 0.12–0.18. Biologically, this is a
fairly significant Allee limit that would be readily
detectable in a thorough field analysis of density
dependent growth rates. The mean time to extinc-
tion of a metapopulation is much more sensitive
to changes in the Allee limit. With a moderate
migration level (var(�)=0.001), a small increase
in the scaled Allee limit (from 0 to 0.003) is
sufficient to halve the mean time to extinction.
This relatively small Allee limit could easily be
missed in a field analysis of density dependent
growth rates with less migration, the metapopula-

Fig. 3. The effect of Allee limit on mean time to extinction in
a single population model with demographic stochasticity but
no environmental stochasticity. The qualitative effect is similar
to that under environmental stochasticity. Calculated using
Eqs. (2) and (7), with k=10, r=1.3 and an initial population
of n=5.
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Fig. 4. Surface plot of mean time to extinction for a metapopulation model. Note that the scale of both environmental variance and
L are different in this figure compared to Fig. 3. The scaled discrete model (Eq. (5)) and the migration model (Eq. (6)) were used
in 10,000 simulations to calculate the geometric mean, plotted here versus environmental variance (E) and L. L is a scaled Allee limit
which is directly proportional to the actual Allee limit (l) and inversely proportional to changes in the carrying capacity (k).
Var(�)=0.001.

tion is even more sensitive to small changes in the
Allee limit. Obversely, with high levels of migra-
tion and consequently high numbers of migrants
re-colonizing patches, the results are more similar
to the single species model.

Population viability analysis has been devel-
oped as a large body of literature which models
extinction probabilities for management purposes
(Groom and Pascual, 1998). Ignorance of an Allee
effect could result in serious mis-estimation of
population viability. This risk could be greatest in
metapopulations with low environmental varia-
tion and low numbers of migration propagules.

Demographic stochasticity was not considered
in combination with environmental stochasticity
nor was it considered in the metapopulation
model. It is generally believed that environmental

stochasticity will dominate over demographic
stochasticity in population dynamics (Nisbet and
Gurney, 1982). However, with the small popula-
tion sizes encountered in metapopulations, demo-
graphic stochasticity may be very important
(Kendall, 1998), consequently modifying the pre-
dictions of this model.

The Allee limit was the only Allee effect
parameter manipulated in this model. This is re-
lated to changes in the Allee effect scope, which I
define as the range of population densities for
which per capita growth rate increases with den-
sity, divided by the carrying capacity. The scope
actually extends slightly higher than the Allee
limit. Per capita growth rate positively increases
at densities immediately above the Allee limit,
until regular density dependence predominates
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and the model closely matches the standard logis-
tic. Variation in the strength of the Allee effect
was not considered. In all cases in this model,
Allee effects were very strong, so that below the
Allee limit, population growth was negative. The
impact of weak Allee effects on mean time to
extinction should be less pronounced than strong
Allee effects. A number of basic Allee effect mod-
els have been proposed (Refs. in Gruntfest et al.,
1997). However, none are set up to easily manipu-
late both strength and scope across all feasible
ranges.

The general results of this model may not be
applicable to systems in which migration operates
differently than modeled here. In this model, the
number of individuals which leave a patch is
proportional to the number of individuals over
carrying capacity which inhabit that patch. Mi-
gration decisions are unaffected by the state of
neighboring patches. An animal that exhibits
Allee effects may have evolved a mechanism to
assess colonization success. For example, migra-
tion may only occur in groups large enough to
ensure colonization success, or individuals may

return to their original patch if they migrate to a
sparsely populated patch. For example, models
suggest that some Acorn Woodpeckers exist in a
metapopulation structure (Stacey and Taper,
1992) and Acorn Woodpeckers, being social
breeders, may even exhibit a form of an Allee
effect. However, recent radio tracking of move-
ment in Acorn Woodpeckers suggests that they
visit many habitats throughout the season
(Koenig et al., 1996), perhaps sampling habitat
and local success. The model analyzed here was
not designed to describe such adaptive movement.
This model also does not examine the implica-
tions of patch heterogeneity. All patches are ho-
mogenous, with homogenous carrying capacity
and homogeneous Allee limit.

Previously, single population models have
shown that mean time to extinction increases
more rapidly and in a more non-linear fashion
with increases in the carrying capacity when envi-
ronmental variation is small (Stephan and Wissel,
1994). When environmental variation is large, in-
creasing the carrying capacity does little to in-
crease mean time to extinction. This conclusion

Fig. 5. Plot of mean time to extinction for a metapopulation model at different levels of migration. Note that the mean time to
extinction is plotted on a logarithmic scale. The scaled discrete model (Eq. (5)) and the migration model (Eq. (6)) were used in 10,000
simulations to calculate the geometric mean, plotted here versus L. L is a scaled Allee limit which is directly proportional to the
actual Allee limit (l) and inversely proportional to changes in the carrying capacity (k). Var(E)=0.52 for all solid lines. For
comparison, the dashed line has var(�)=0 and reduced environmental variance (var(E)=0.045). Both lines at var(�)=0 appear to
have slope=0 in this graph, but actually have a slightly negative slope.
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can now be extended to include an Allee limit and
migration level. In less variable environments,
changes in the Allee limit have a greater, nonlinear
effect. In a metapopulation, the effect becomes
more non-linear. With reductions in the number of
migrants, changes in the Allee limit or carrying
capacity of the patches have an even greater,
nonlinear effect.
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